How to Apply for TA Session

Jeong, Woo-Yeong, TA
Computer Systems Laboratory
Sungkyunkwan University
http://csl.skku.edu
Lab. Class

- Lab. Class
  - There is a Lab. class once a week, as announced
  - TA explains a project assignment
  - TA instructs basic things to know to solve the problem
  - You discuss with other students on the problem
  - TA evaluates your code
Project Group

• Project Group
  • We have 35 students, and 3 TAs
  • You will assign yourself for a project group
  • There are 11 or 12 seats available for a group

• TA Session
  • On Mon, 19:00-, #400212, 정우영, wooyeong@csl.skku.edu
  • On Thu, 19:00-, #400212, 송동현, songdh418@gmail.com
  • On Thu, 19:00-, #400222, 하진용, jinyongha@csl.skku.edu
Applying for TA Session (1)

- We operate automatic grading server
- http://sys.skku.edu [채점 서버, 시스 서버]
- We recommend Google Chrome browser
Applying for TA Session (2)

- Once you join the homepage, you will see this page

---

We recommend The Google Chrome Web Browser.

© SKKU Computer Systems Laboratory
Applying for TA Session (3)

- After we register you in the course, you will see this page.
- Choose and submit a session you want to take.

SSE2030: TA Session Application

- 0/12 沃耀新 / 乔威明 (wooyeong (at) csi.skku.edu)
- 0/12 沃耀新 / 乔威明 (jinyongha (at) csi.skku.edu)
- 0/12 沃耀新 / 乔威明 (songdn418 (at) gmail.com)

Submit »
Notice

• Limited seats available for Monday Lab. class
• There might be a delay in registering homepage
• If it takes too long, send email to sse2030@csl.skku.edu
• Please apply for TA session by tomorrow

• The first PA will be handed out on Wed.

• 3줄요약
  • sys.skku.edu에 가입하세요.
  • 월/목 원하는 요일에 맞춰 TA를 선택하세요.
  • 내일 안으로 등록해주세요. 끝.